Remote Perimeter Protection

Surveillance That Thinks Fast to Keep Your Safety at the Forefront
Help reduce both the number of incidents and your security costs with remote
perimeter protection managed by Top Security. We customise intelligent video
analytics to each unique location to automatically recognise potential threats —
before an incident occurs.
Through the use of high tech cameras
with analytics our operators are alerted
the moment there is suspicious behaviour
near your perimeter, allowing us to head off
trouble before it starts.
By conducting regular patrols and responding
to alerts, these intelligent systems “learn”
what is normal and what a threat on your
site is. We can program the system to look
for particular threats or to alert whenever
there is any activity along a designated fence
line, parking lot, remote or critical area.
Not only do you save money by eliminating
unnecessary call-outs, intelligent software
that’s always on the look-out may lower the
demand for an on-site presence. The system
can be used 24/7, activated only after-hours,
or some combination of both. When the
analytics detect unauthorised movement,
the system automatically alerts our remote

monitoring team. The operator is presented
with both a live view of the area, and the
recorded view which triggered the event.
Consequently they have all the information
they need to make a security decision
immediately at hand.
The system can also be used proactively
to assist security to find a particular threat.
For example, a report comes in that a white
pickup truck may have entered the premises
without permission. The analytics can quickly
pull all footage from the last hour (or more)
which contains white pickup trucks in order
to assist security quickly locate it.
Perimeter protection is remarkably efficient
because we manage the entire chain
from technology, to operators, to on-site
response. This level of efficiency allows us
to provide complete protection for one
competitive monthly fee.

Advantages of Remote
Perimeter Protection:

How Remote Perimeter
Protection Works:

• Pro-active security can help deter
incidents before they happen

• In-depth analysis of your security
situation

• 24/7 coverage of all perimeters with
fewer man-hours

• Expert guidance in choosing ideal
equipment and placement

• Cost-effective even if you have many
sites in remote locations

• Intelligent video analytics customised
to your site requirements

• Cameras and software notice things
human operators might miss

• Open platforms allow integration of
existing equipment

• Access to cutting edge technology
with no new major investment

• Automated zone intrusion detection

• Ongoing optimisation to improve
service quality and analytic efficiency
• Part of a comprehensive security
service portfolio

• Speaker system for voice intervention
• Remote officers respond to alerts
and take quick action in response to
threats to your facility

Partner network brings together
industry’s best
Top Security has global agreements with some
of the security industry’s top innovators. This
allows us to deliver the best possible technology
and services in simple, cost-effective packages.
A knowledge leader in security
Remote Guarding, managed by Top Security,
gives you state-of-the-art security in innovative
and cost-effective packages. Cutting edge
cameras and software create real-time security
that helps prevent incidents, optimises security
officer’s time and reduces costs. Top Security
can design, install and maintain the technology
equipment used for this service.
Top Security offers a broad range of services
that include specialised guarding, technology
solutions, mobile guarding and corporate risk
management; we customise offerings that
are suited to the individual customer’s needs.
From small businesses to large corporations,
our employees make a difference every day.

For more information on how
Top Security can offer integrated
guarding alternatives for your
security program, please contact
us at Dublin 01-4900333, Cork
021-4968967 or visit
www.topsecurity.ie

